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What Is Transparency? 

From time to time it has been said that the CDD operates without transparency. In point of fact 
the CDD is required by law to be totally transparent ( open and honest), which it endeavors always 
to be. The website it maintains,pineyzcdd.com, includes, but is not limited to, the following: 

■ governing statutes and documents 
■ annual adopted budget 
■ annual audit 
■ meeting materials including: 

o agenda 

o minutes of the previous meeting, including all votes taken 
o financial statement, including check register 
o reports from the district manager, district attorney and CDD manager 
o information on other issues requiring a board vote 

■ amenities rental rates 
■ waiver, fob application and rental request forms 
■ Rules governing the amenities 

■ names and contact information for the supervisors, district attorney and district manager 
■ narratives on, and photographs of, the pool, pavilion, lodge, fitness center and playground 
■ narratives on What is the CDD?, What is 2019?, Why Must the CDD Operate the Amenities? 

and Why An Ongoing Fee? (The first two have been previously distributed via regular mail.) 

In practice and in fact information on every dollar the district takes in, every dollar it spends and 
every decision its board makes is published, on-line. In addition, all agendas and the fiscal year 
meeting schedule are posted on the lodge bulletin board, meeting dates and times are announced 
at each entrance five days in advance, and informational emails are sent to all those for whom we 
have addresses an average of slightly less often than every three weeks. Finally, the annual 
meeting schedule is published in the Tallahassee Democrat. 

What transparency does not include is the creation of new documents to summarize and/or 
explain the actions of any board; in other words, what a particular supervisor, or group of 
supervisors, was thinking when a vote was made. In the CDD construct the official records speak 
for themselves. Supervisors are prohibited by law from discussing issues and taking votes outside 
of the board room. Ultimately the board is as transparent as a board can possibly be. 


